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THE REASON TWO SCIENTIFIC
TECHNOLOGIES HAVE BEEN TERMED
“ELECTRONIC ALCHEMY”

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH
TECHNOLOGIES

The first technology evolved from a
scientific discovery in 1990
which claimed the ability of...
“disabling all known and unknown
bacteria, viruses, fungus,
pathogens and parasites”.
The second, a revival of the
“pre-antibiotic” colloidal silver,
already proven to be antimicrobial

Although patents have been granted
following the 1990 discover

The term “Alchemy” is a much misunderstood
and maligned concept. Sir Isaac Newton, who’s
discoveries regarding gravity and motion now
form the cornerstone of our science, also studied
Alchemy. In fact he wrote over a million words
on the topic (more than on any other) and is
quoted to have said towards the end “the great
ocean of truth lay undiscovered before me”.
Alchemy’s main concern was not turning lead
into gold or living forever, it was purification,
attempting amongst other things to “purify” the
lower elements into Noble elements.
Because in essence, these two combined
technologies of both the blood electrification
and ionic colloidal silver are theoretically disabling
all the bacteria, viruses, fungus, pathogens and
parasites within us, leaving our own bodies to
expel them naturally, the term “Alchemy” seemed
more than appropriate for this purification process.

A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE TWO
TECHNOLOGIES.
The first is “blood electrification” sometimes
refered to as “blood cleansing”. This evolved
from a scientific breakthrough reported in one
journal as follows:

"In a remarkable discovery at the Albert Einstein
College of Medicine NYC in 1990, it was shown
that a minute current (50-100 microamperes)
can alter the outer protein layer of the HIV
virus in a petri dish so as to prevent its
subsequent attachments to receptor sites".
Science News, March 30th 1991, page 207.

Two gentlemen named Dr. Steven Kaali and Peter
Schwolsky had discovered that viruses were
sensitive to small amounts of electricity. Dr.
Kaali envisioned a distant future where after years
of research had been done, blood could be removed
from the body and electrified before being replaced,
akin to dialysis.
Dr. Kaali stated that the blood electrification
technology was able to:
“provide electric current flow through the blood
sufficient to render the bacteria, virus,
parasites and⁄or fungus ineffective to infect
or affect normally healthy cells, while
maintaining the biological usefulness of the
blood or other fluids”. Additionally, that electricity
itself has no toxic side effects.
Following this discovery, the two men applied for
a Patent on November 16th 1990 and were
granted it August 18th 1992.
(American Patent No. 5139684)

A physicist name Robert C. Beck heard of this
discovery and realised it was not necessary to
remove the blood to pass such a small amount
of electricity into it, small electrodes over arteries
on the wrists could easily provide the necessary
current. Funding the project entirely himself, he
started his own research. He invented a device,
rediscovered a substance called “Colloidal Silver”

(the 2nd of the two technologies) and established
a 4 part regime which he called the “Beck Protocol”
for a healthier life.
He then GAVE ALL THE INFORMATION AWAY
FREE OF CHARGE, SELLING ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING HIMSELF. Bob Beck had a passionate
dislike for pharmaceutical companies, his own
research had convinced him of the validity of
the discovery, and so he began to urge people
to “Take Back Your Power”. But Beck was NOT
a medical doctor and therefore could make NO
medical claims. However, Beck believed if he could
educate, inform, and inspire enough people to
either build or buy their own devices, they would
become “Health Researchers”, able to assess for
themselves whether either of these technologies
could benefit them. (Which Beck believed with true
conviction they would).
Unfortunately there was a limitation to Becks design
which meant blood electrification was not suitable
for those taking medications, strong herbs (such as
garlic), or for those amongst us who smoke. A
minor modification has resolved this issue though.
I’ve been researching myself for over 3 years now.
I had a Beck style device designed and built to my
own specifications, and have confirmed to my own
satisfaction one of Becks claims: Normal red blood
cells when sealed in a microscope slide last about
4 days, whilst blood cells taken from a person who
has been using blood electrification for a few months
last about 30 days! I alleviated all symptoms of my
own anaemia in 7 weeks of daily use, which to me
supports Becks observation. These devices can be
purchased if people wish to assess the potential of
the combined technologies.
However, for those wishing to experiment with
only the 2nd technology, it requires very little...

IONIC COLLOIDAL SILVER.
Science has known of the antimicrobial qualities
of silver for at least a century, the Ancient Greeks
also knew of it’s properties. Silver kills bacteria.
The Meir Space Station used a silver system to purify
it’s water being both EFFECTIVE and CHEAP.
Ionic Colloidal Silver (ICS) is simply 2 rods of 99.9%
pure silver immersed in distilled water with 3 or 4
nine volt batteries attached. Just basic electrolysis.
The process produces ions, tiny charged particles
of silver, suspended in pure water. Since the early
1900’s it has been ingested and injected, and IN
THIS FORM appears harmless to humans. I state
“in this form” because products called “Colloidal
Silver” are NOT always electrically charged (which
IS important), and particles bound to proteins to
produce the colloid can be significantly larger...
This could POSSIBLY induce the ONLY known side
effect of silver, Argyria (usually associated with
silver compounds). A cosmetic condition turning
skin a shade of greyish blue. The term “Blue
Blooded” is believed to derive from Royalty using
silver eating utensils, plates, and goblets which lost
enough fragments of silver over their lifetimes to
induce mild cases of the condition.
So WHY do people take colloidal silver? For
many reasons, but mainly for it’s KNOWN ability
to kill bacteria (which are becoming our worst
enemies), sometimes being described as a “natural
antibiotic”. By submitting samples of well water
contaminated with E-coli bacteria to the Canadian
Ministry for Health, a good friend PROVED for me
that Home-made ICS was more effective at purifying
the water than either domestic bleach or industrial
chlorine. ICS was the ONLY one which killed all
the bacteria! The test results are available for
download from our website, along with dozens
and dozens more documents in the ever growing
“Resource Library” section.

Experimental use of nebulising ICS is on the increase,
being the second most effect way of delivering ICS
into the blood stream, and because ICS DOES kill
upon contact it could be tested upon any lung
infections. As a smoker I’ve found it can noticeably
improve breathing, but I suffer no actual condition.
Another document indicates ICS prevents an immune
response to poisoned Ivy, and I don’t believe it
coincidence that in the last 2 years I haven’t suffered
from one day of hay fever which has plagued me
annually without fail for more than 20.
ICS cannot be patented, and the cost to those wishing
to discover whether ICS can help them is only
pounds (the cost of four 9v batteries, distilled water
and two strips of 99.9% pure silver). For this reason
I, and many others believe neither the electronic
blood cleansing or ionic colloidal silver will EVER
be funded and researched properly. Pharmaceutical
companies make billions upon billions of pounds
profit every year, one drug “Interferon” ALONE
worth over a billion dollars a year revenue. Positive
claims made for colloidal silver are being vehemently
attacked by such companies, and governements
are becoming involved with debateable motivation.
“Vitamin & Nutrition” suppliers are another story,
jumping on the “colloidal silver” bandwagon and
charging what I consider obscene amounts such as
£17 for 75ml, the amount I use as a mouthwash
twice a day, when only £20 worth of materials will
generate many months, if not years worth of ICS.
In the spirit of Beck, it is important to me to
provide as much FREE information as possible,
thus offering the opportunity for people to CHOOSE
for themselves.
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